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Groove is in these veterans’ hearts 

 

Trumpeter Miroslav Bukovsky…PHOTO CREDIT TOMAS POKORNY 
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Miroslav Bukovsky’s group Wanderlust is now over 25 years old. It’s a 

reminder of the 1985-1995 decade, a golden age in Sydney jazz, during which 

an outstanding generation of musicians emerged.  Many of them, invariably 

bandleaders themselves, are in Wanderlust, and are now at the top of their 

game. On Friday night their vast experience showed in the music. 
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Much has been made of the group’s merging of related genres – jazz, Latin, 

funk, world music. All of these were there, but this brilliant performance 

showed that Wanderlust could have been created only by a jazz musician.  

 

Bukovsky has largely avoided the electric instruments which might have 

burdened the group. An acoustic rhythm section gives the group its jazz 

authenticity and sonic flexibility: pianist Alister Spence, double bassist Brendan 

Clarke and drummer Fabian Hevia.  

 

Other than Bukovsky (trumpet & flugelhorn) the septet included James 

Greening (trombone), Jeremy Sawkins (guitar), and guest John Mackey (tenor 

saxophone). A surfeit of excellent soloists enabled this performance to function 

like an old-style jam session, where musicians improvise in turn, showing what 

they know, inspired by – and inspiring - the rhythm section. Solos were long 

and expressive. In the case of Mackey, audience reactions indicated that he need 

not feel overshadowed by his brilliant brother, Perth alto saxophonist Carl 

Mackey.  

 

 
 

Four members of Wanderlust who performed at Foundry 616, L-R, John 

Mackey (tenor saxophone), Bukovsky (trumpet), James Greening (trombone), 

Jeremy Sawkins (guitar)…PHOTO COURTESY FACEBOOK 

 

Compositions performed were mostly Bukovsky’s. Many of them would begin 

with a long soliloquy from one musician, providing a stillness in the music that 

prepared our ears for subsequent high energy. The most arresting of these came 

from pianist Alister Spence, whose impressionistic solo introductions, 

especially to Delicatessence and his own Twilight Rain, were enthralling.  
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Pianist Alister Spence: his impressionistic solo introductions were 

enthralling...PHOTO COURTESY MUSIC TRUST 

 

The group’s stock-in-trade was horn lines which could be languorous  or 

complex, depending on the mood,  over clever bassline riffs, and tight, Latin-

oriented time-feels. The latter were rendered infectious through an armoury of  

colours and nuances by the exceptionally talented Hevia. He and bassist Clarke 

worked together beautifully to ensure that this was essentially a groove-based 

band.  

 

 
 

Czech musicians such as pianist Viktor Zappner (above), Jiri  Kripac and 

Miroslav Bukovsky have immensely enriched the musical life of this country… 

 

The Russians have much to answer for, in invading Czechoslovakia in 1968. A 

welcome by-product however, was the migration to Australia by talented Czech 

jazz musicians who failed to return to their homeland. They include the 

traditional trumpeter Jiri Kripac (known as the Bouncing Czech), the 

mainstream/modern pianist Viktor Zappner (Mr Jazz in Tasmania), and of 

course the modernist Bukovsky, now resident in Canberra. They have 

immensely enriched the musical life of this country. 


